CIACA delegates report
for Annual Meeting
Friedrichshafen on 17 April 2011

1. Eight associations with about 280 members
   - CAP - Italia
   - CAP – Lombardia
   - CAP – Piemonte
   - CAP – Emilia Romagna
   - CAP – Toscana
   - CAP – Lazio
   - A.Strà.L.
   - CAP – Sardegna

2. C.I.A.C.A. Delegate - Pierluigi Duranti - pierluigi.duranti@teletu.it
   Vice-delegate - Giovanni Chiappa - giovanni.chiappa@gmail.com

3. General situation, some issues and progress status relevant the past year:
   3.1 Statistics - we don’t made such statistics but following some information of our activity:
      – only one fatal accident last year (under investigation ANSV – www.ansv.it)
      – about 37 new homebuilt under construction (also a twin-engine)
      – two Italian historical aircraft being restored (P166 – MB326)

4. Certification scheme, organization entitled to issue Airworthiness certificate, duration of certificate/permit to fly...
   Our NAA – National Aviation Authority (ENAC www.enac.gov.it) gave us the task of monitoring the new constructions and to propose the issue of the relative PtF (Permit to Fly).
   Now we are also able to renew those PtF of our members.

5. Permit to fly / certification renewal charges
   We are studying how to charge each task to refund administrative costs.

6. Border crossing restrictions situation update
   The same as AG

7. Radio requirements
   The same as AG

8. Insurance requirements
   The same as AG

9. Operational/environmental/noise limitations
   The same as AG

10. Additional remarks
    No remarks

11. Suggestions for C.I.A.C.A. initiatives
    The sponsorship of international competitions involving aircraft built by students of university/technical school (as proposed from F-CAP in Italy – VolarV.I.A.) In the automotive and nautical field are already similar competitions (www.formulastudent.com - http://www.projectr3.com/1/mille_e_una_vela_123878.html)

12. Fly-in/s date/s and place/s
    The week from 5 to 11 September
    Ferrara Airport (LIPF)

13. Name/address of national aircraft homebuilders magazine (if any)
    No magazine (only sometime some pages on “Volare” magazine)
    www.federazionecap.it